Characterization of the 3' region of the human DNA topoisomerase I gene.
Previous studies suggest that topoisomerase I (Topo I) plays a critical role in cell growth. However, the structure of the Topo I gene has not yet been determined. Two complementary DNA (cDNA) clones for the human Topo I 4.1-kilobase mRNA were isolated independently from HeLa and KB cell cDNA libraries. These clones were identical and they contained 679 base pairs of coding and 1138 base pairs of noncoding sequences. The clones had a two-base difference in the 3' noncoding region compared to the Topo I cDNA from human placenta. The structure of the 3' end of the human Topo I gene from six human tumor cell lines was examined. The Topo I cDNA recognized 16.5, 24.2, and 16.0 kilobases of genomic DNA restricted with EcoRI, HindIII and PstI, respectively. The individual genomic fragments were ordered by double digestion and hybridization with cDNA subclones. digestion and hybridization with cDNA subclones. The results indicate that the human Topo I gene contains several intervening sequences. The gene arrangement was similar in all six cell lines and no polymorphism was observed. However, each digestion contained genomic fragments that hybridized with all the subclones, suggesting that at least one Topo I pseudogene, or another Topo I gene with a different structure, was present in every cell line. As predicted, double digestions generated at 161 base pair fragment that indicates the presence of an intronless pseudogene. In contrast to the DNA topoisomerase I gene, the presumptive pseudogene(s) appears to be hypomethylated. In addition to the 4.1-kilobase Topo I mRNA, a larger 6-kilobase RNA was identified in human KB and HeLa cells which could be a processed Topo I mRNA intermediate.